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Abstract

The case study provides a detailed analysis of DFM’s supply chain structure. Specific segments such as supply chain integration, structure and strategies in Daily Flour Mills Berhad (DFM) are investigated to understand the strength and weaknesses of the supply chain management in the company. The study adopted an unsystematic review of past literature and also DFM’s published reports to obtain the company’s supply chain management insight. The findings indicated that DFM is very dependent on a handful of trading countries for its raw materials. The study helps DFM management, particularly the supply chain manager, to understand the risks involved that can affect their supply chain process. It also provides managers with insight into how to effectively utilize the different components of supply chain management best practices. The article begins with the supply management in DFM, followed by the strategies employed to maintain the competitive advantage (value advantage & cost advantage) in their business. The article continues with supply chain integration and how that improves business efficiency toward a sustainable production flow. It concludes with a resounding message for DFM to take advantage of the uncertainties in the economic conditions to perform a stock-take on the overall supply chain and prepare to take countermeasures to address various limitations in the supply chain.
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1. Introduction

This article explores specific Supply Chain Management (SCM) segments in Daily Flour Mills (DFM). DFM falls within the Consumer Staple Products industry as defined by the industry standard (Barnes & CO., 2010). DFM is one of six major players in Malaysia. DFM controls 28.5% of the market share in flour production as of 2018 in Malaysia (Vatumalae et al., 2020). The company has been in operation since 1966, close to 55 years. DFM has grown to five mills sprung across two in Malaysia and Vietnam and one in Indonesia as of 2021, with headquarters in Malaysia. DFM is a publicly traded company listed on the Stock Exchange of Malaysia (Bursa Malaysia). DFM’s core business is flour. The company also sells polypropylene and polyethylene woven bags, including animal feeds, breed chicks and aquatic animal, provide transportation services, and operates training and research centers through its 17 subsidiaries (Daily Flour Mills, 2020a).

SCM capsulate every supply chain process within the company and its operating activities that require efficiency in production, inventory, location, transportation and information, including products or services to fulfill customers’ expectations and value (Ali et al., 2020; Bakar et al., 2016; Munir et al., 2021; Sundram, Rajagopal, Nur Atiqah et al., 2018). As its production and inventory have to be kept consistent in retaining customers’ confidence, SCM is an integral part of DFM. Moreover, by achieving high product quality at minimal cost with the help of technology, DFM can customize its products based on customers’ specific requirements (Daily Flour Mills, 2020a).

1.1. Input-Transformation-Output Processes in DFM

Figure 1 above, DFM purchases raw ingredients from three continents: the US, Canada, Australia, and Eastern Europe. Quality wheat, corn, soybean, and soybean meal are the main raw ingredients sought to ensure that the quality of the end product is not compromised. Efficient production and sustainability in product manufacturing occur with the right technology (Rajagopal et al., 2016; Selvaraju et al., 2017; Sundram et al., 2017). DFM has over 37 products for its commercial customers and consumers, all derived from multiple specific customer requirements (Daily Flour Mills, 2020b).
1.2. Overall Supply Chain Structure in DFM

Figure 2. Supply Chain Diagram of DFM

Figure 2 above describes the existing DFM’s SCM, which includes three main divisions – flour, poultry integration and aquatic feeds. Grey-colored boxes represent DFM-owned companies. In comparison, Red Boxes represents Joint Venture. Apart from the flow of products in the supply chain diagram, there is a flow of suppliers to customers, represented through arrows on orders and information back to the suppliers. Hence, it is a two-way process, with goods flowing one way and information flowing the other (Mkumbo et al., 2019). The manufacturers represented inside the supply network includes poultry and aquatic animal breeder to processing houses who share the same distribution company with their wholesalers and customers (Slack et al., 2010).

1.3. First-tier and Second-tier Suppliers

DFM’s leading supplier starts with trading countries. Next, its flour division uses wheat as the main raw ingredient, poultry uses corn, and aquafeed uses soybeans and soybean meal as a primary ingredient. These quality feed grains are sourced and procured by the procurement and trading company Premier Grained (Daily Flour Mills, 2021c). It is a joint venture between DFM, which owned 51%, and
the balance held by Tokyo Tsusho Corporation (TTC) through its subsidiary Tokyo Tsusho Asia Pacific (TTAP) (Daily Flour Mills, 2020b).

Typically, most company revenues go toward suppliers securing raw ingredients (Syakirah et al., 2020). However, DFM’s close watch on its SCM processes can provide necessary savings and a higher product margin, especially if the cost of the essential components is within DFM’s control (Booth, 2014). A long-term strategic partnership with suppliers is an added competitive advantage for DFM. Dyson Foods is the world’s largest protein food supplier (Tyson Foods, 2021), headquartered in Springdale, Arkansas, United States. DFM established a joint venture through Dindings Super, a poultry division with Dyson Foods, accounting for 51% ownership (Leng, 2021; Lin, 2021). The joint venture allows Dyson Foods to access Dindings Super’s Halal certification (Pratikto et al., 2021; Zulfākar et al., 2019) to distribute Dinding Super’s products to the Muslim market under the Dyson Food branding.

Through the subsidiary Muda Fibre Assembly, DFM also produces Polyethene Woven Bags, key packaging material used for its end product. Again, this is a significant cost-cutting measure by internally manufacturing highly in-demand product packaging materials (Sheng, 2021). In comparison, low in-use packaging consumption includes paper base packaging and plastic used for consumer products procured through other first-tier suppliers.

### 1.4. Manufacturers

In total, DFM has five mills in operation. Two mills domestic operations and three more offshore operations. The mills’ locations are north and south of Peninsular Malaysia, similarly in Vietnam and Indonesia. These strategic manufacturing locations allow DFM to fulfill customers’ expectations (Daily Flour Mills, 2021c) throughout a particular country. The flour consumption per capita is 35kg in Malaysia, 21kg in Indonesia and 16kg in Vietnam as of 2021 (Leng, 2021). Another significant added operation value for DFM is the jetty in Lumut, Perak. DFM owns and operates this jetty, allowing deep water anchorage. The jetty can berth two full-load ocean-going ships simultaneously and discharge or unload its raw ingredients shipment via a conveyer belt inside conveying tunnel direct to the grain bins, thus speeding up the entire SCM process (Daily Flour Mills, 2021a). Global supply chains in logistics are facing dilemmas worldwide resulting from the closure of sea freight and airports, mainly due to the pandemic (McLain, 2021). However, DFM does not need to be overly concerned about this part of the logistic supply, as ocean-going ships can continue to provide an uninterrupted supply of raw ingredients, mainly because of the jetty. Moreover, close competitor FFA, who owns an equivalent market share of 28.5% as FFA, has a similar logistic capacity with their jetty in Pulau Indah, Klang.

Therefore, as a significant asset for mill operators to own, dependability on a jetty establishes an uninterrupted upstream supply chain in logistics. DFM’s poultry and aquatic animals’ side, Dindings Super, has its breeding and processing facilities, and produce is routed through the same distribution company Transport Lumut, wholly owned by DFM, for their supply to their wholesaler and customers.

### 1.5. Distribution – First-tier and Second-Tier Customers

DFM most large supply is to the wholesalers and much lesser to direct retailers. Therefore, owning the manufacturing of Polythene Woven Bags is an excellent price control strategy. In addition, its
poultry and aquatic animal division have 40 offices and over 1000 distribution centers nationwide. Creating an optimal number of warehouses or establishing a healthy distribution network is often represented through an adequate number of facilities in a downstream supply chain. For example, Figure 3 below shows that DFM has the correct number and flexibility in its distribution networks to meet customers’ requirements and maximize profit (Heizer et al., 2020; Shih et al., 2012).

![Graph showing profit maximization](https://doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2024.05.78)

**Figure 3.** Cost, Revenue, Profit - Max Profit based on Number of Facilities in DFM Distribution Network. Amount in RM ‘000 (Daily Flour Mills, 2020a)

### 1.6. Being Competitive Advantage

Creating a unique supply chain system with a competitive advantage over competitors draws closer to providing customer value efficiently and sustainably (Porter, 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-Cost Strategy</th>
<th>Response Strategy</th>
<th>Differentiation Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>Expanding into various products at different price points using the same manufacturing facilities.</td>
<td>Different customers segment – manufacturers, wholesalers and consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppliers</td>
<td>Adapted UN Sustainable Development Goals.</td>
<td>Procurement Co. with Japan trading house. Regular quality check, including the Halal process. Plan-Do-Check-Act (PCDA) at every level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitutes</td>
<td>UN Sustainable Development Goals, and ISO 9000 and ISO14000.</td>
<td>Operational excellence to keep costs low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Entrants</td>
<td>Larger market share derived from a joint venture.</td>
<td>Expansion into poultry and aquatic animals business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Rivals</td>
<td>Procurement Co trade-off extras, keeping the right amount of inventory.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Five Competitive Forces through Operations
Table 1 above uses Porter’s Five Forces Competitive Strategy model to study DFM’s supply chain’s competitive advantages against four other companies. Two successful global players - C.H Guenther & Son and Siemer Milling Company. Another two hold a significant position in terms of market share within Malaysia - FFA and Lotus Bunga KFM (Lotus KFM Berhad, 2021).

1.7. Value Advantage

DFM has two mills in Malaysia and through a joint venture, another two in Vietnam and one in Indonesia. Expansion into other regions is usually a response strategy to deter new entrants to the market, and this is possible through merger and acquisition or a joint venture with others (see figure 4). However, a joint venture is not necessarily necessary for DFM to own the foreign asset, which can be an economic burden (Daily Flour Mills, 2020b; Magretta, 2016) to the company’s finance.

DFM product pricing is significantly low in the consumer market, especially in the flour industry. In contrast, wholesalers’ price is determined based on market demand. Therefore, the consumer market price indirectly helps with the market share for DFM. However, with very few players within the same industry, it does not offer customers options to substitute with another brand. Left with product brand value, DFM introduced a high-quality standard for all their products, including poultry and aquatic animal products, to deter customers from switching to another brand. DFM achieve this by ensuring that there is no product recalls or defects with its packaging materials, with regular maintenance and upgrades in its manufacturing facilities to increase throughput efficiency while cost is maintained. As a result, the delivered value and the selling price of DFM products provide comfort for the customers, boosting profits (Ashton et al., 2003; Daily Flour Mills, 2021c; Pun et al., 2019).

Another significant value advantage is the DFM relationship with Dyson Foods through Dindings Super for its halal poultry and aquatic animal division. The only other competitor is FFA, which is also involved in poultry farming. Significant differentiation comes with a downstream supply chain to customers. Dyson Foods is one of the world’s largest suppliers with robust global manufacturing and distribution footprint in the protein market. Through a strategic partnership, Dyson Foods became one of DFM’s biggest customers, distributing halal poultry products to the global market, primarily to the Muslim nations (DFM Investors Relation & Tyson Foods, 2021). The uniqueness of DFM lies in its diversification into the poultry business. This expansion substitutes lower-earning flour products that were affected due to the pandemic. In addition, with a rise in shipping costs and stagnant product pricing in Indonesia, DFM group earnings were substituted with revenues from other products (Daily Flour Mills, 2021b).
1.8. Cost Advantage

Production and process network efficiency came from automation, proper information flow within the process network, and a systematic kaizen modular system, achieved through the Premier Grained procurement entity of DFM (Daily Flour Mills, 2021a). This help DFM to have continuous improvements with its process network and cost reduction (see figure 4).

DFM also owns almost the entire process network in the value chain. Furthermore, with Premier Grained’s careful forecast planning and hedging, product inventory management is maintained adequately (Simchi-Levi & Timmermans, 2021; Sundram et al., 2020). However, despite careful planning and inventory management, DFM is left vulnerable on the supply side, as it depends on a handful of trading countries for its raw materials. Supply disruption will occur if there is a trade war or uncertainty with the stability of the supplier’s governing institution. This situation will escalate DFM’s risk of a possible disruption in the upstream supply chain. If alternate suppliers are not immediately available, DFM inventory management comes into effect along the value chain. Timeline is crucial as adulteration occurs with raw materials over time and cash tied up (Faisal et al., 2017; Rasi et al., 2021; Sundram et al., 2011; Villena & Gioia, 2020).

DFM must consider any savings from the above possible solutions against the disruption costs, including revenue loss. For example, the time cost of securing alternative supply and possible higher raw material prices resulted from the short supply (Vatumalae et al., 2022; Sundram et al., 2016; Sundram, Bahrin, et al., 2018). Therefore, DFM needs to ascertain the balance duration available from using the
backup supply without shutting down the manufacturing on the downstream supply chain, including how fast the recovery phase is to occur, especially if the entire industry faces a disruption-related shortage and final mitigation cost (Kraljic, 1983; Morphology, 2002). DFM targets to achieve operational excellence, from keeping everything lean, including the scheduling process, helps with savings in cost. Furthermore, an excellent vast distribution network by Transport Lumut with the proper CRM integration by DFM contributes to customers’ response time and satisfaction, improved lead time, and overall provides DFM with the right degree of competitive advantage (Shih, 2020).

2. Conclusion

Relationships in the supply chain constitute a relationship between suppliers and the organization. Table 2 depicts two standard integration methods between suppliers and the organization are vertical and horizontal. Both have their merits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertical Integration</th>
<th>Horizontal Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ownership has better control through value-adding stages</td>
<td>Less in control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better efficiency vs flexibility</td>
<td>Better flexibility vs efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated companies have better advantages</td>
<td>Winning points only upon every stakeholder’s contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High CAPEX</td>
<td>Low CAPEX, shared ownership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A company usually enters vertical integration to enhance current business and further escalate its presence in the market. However, it is known as horizontal integration if the same company decides to merge, strategic alliances collaborate with another company, or buy over another company within the same industry (Hill & Jones, 2012).

An excellent horizontal integration occurred between Dindings Super, a poultry division of DFM and Dyson Foods. Dyson Foods has a plant and a research & development center, while Dindings Super has vertically integrated operations, including feed mills, breeding hatcheries, broiler farming and a poultry processing center.

When Tyson Foods took over 49% of Dindings Super, a horizontal integration was established between Dyson Foods and Dindings Super, benefiting both parties profitably (DFM Investors Relation & Tyson Foods, 2021). Dyson wanted to market halal poultry products internationally and increase its poultry capacity while DFM had access to other Dyson Foods products for a local market.
Vertical and Horizontal Integration between DFM and Dyson Foods

The vertical and horizontal integration partnership between Dindings Super and Dyson Foods will determine DFM’s strategy and supply chain dynamics (see figure 5), especially with the information flowing between the production units and the stakeholders (Fearne, 2004). Uncertainty in the economic conditions fueled by the pandemic, disruption in global ocean logistics, and relationships between suppliers, stakeholders and customers can affect overall SCM. It also exposes the vulnerability in supply chain networks (Given, 2021). DFM can look at the uncertainty as an opportunity, perform a stock-take on the overall supply chain, and prepare to take countermeasures to address any loopholes and improve its robustness. Simultaneously, managers and company leaders should always find ways to make their business perform to the best optimum level in overcoming any challenges with their supply chain operations and aim to create a better value chain in the future.
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